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More than two and a half decades into its existence, the TCS brand has evolved into a formidable symbol of trust & reliability. TCS provides domestic & international express services to C2C, B2B and B2C, with pickup & deliveries crossing over 5 million a month. TCS operates with over 6,000 professional employees, 24/7 call center, 250 plus conveniently located Express Centers, dedicated Chartered aircrafts, 2000 on-line & offline locations, 157 satellite tracked delivery vehicles, and 2,500 couriers with bikes. All dedicated to providing you the best service and reliability in the industry. With a view to enlarging its presence in the global village TCS operates its international hubs in Dubai, London, and Toronto, providing access to its customers to over 3,500 destinations worldwide. The company is fully operational internationally, with its offices in UAE and Canada.
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Thank you viewers for rewarding us - TV One has been awarded “Superbrand” because of you.

Superbrands, established in 1994, is a leading publishing business that can be found in 82 countries around the world, paying tribute to the strongest brands in all the countries it represents.
Pakistan's First Ever Superbrand Radio Station

Good things come to those who wait. For us the wait was over before we knew it. We are Pakistan's first Superbrand Radio Station & you are responsible for this superb status. Thank you for tuning into us & making it all seem worthwhile.

AWARDED Superbrands PAKISTAN 2008/09

Radio FM91
BECAUSE EVERYDAY NEARLY 35 MILLION PEOPLE READ, WATCH, LISTEN OR BROWSE ONE OF OUR BRANDS.
ARY FILMS AND TV PRODUCTIONS PRESENT

MILAY KUCH YUN

Cast
Saba Hameed, Faisal Rehman, Savaira Nadeem, Shahood Alvi, Azfar Rehman, Saira Wasti, Sadia Sheikh, Nouman Habib, Sara Razidad Khan, Farha Nadeem & Sameer Anwar

Special Appearance
Shakeel & Mehmoood Aslam

Writer: Sameera Fazal  Director: Mohsin Talat

Watch Every Friday at 8:00 pm
ek khiladi 13 era haseena

Host: Akshay Kumar

Contestants: Meghna Naidu, Yana Gupta, Nethra Raghuraman, Pooja Bedi, Sonali Kulkarni, Urvashi Sharma, Tupur Chatterjee, Aditi Bowitrikar, Vidya Malvade, Anjana Sukhani and Dipannita Sharma

"jo darr gaya samiho ghar gaya"

FEAR FACTOR Khatron KE KHILADI

Watch every Sunday at 9:00 pm only on ARY DIGITAL
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Nawa-i-Waqt Group
Illuminating the Ideology of Pakistan Since 1940
Exclusive Fabric for Men
Since 1953

GulAhmed
TEXTILE MILLS LIMITED, KARACHI - PAKISTAN
Not only are we in millions of homes
we are also one in a million

Today we would like to extend millions of thanks to all the hearts we have won and the lives we have changed. Thank you for believing in our brand and making us Pakistan’s first home appliances company to win Superbrands Pakistan Award.
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Customer Services: 111-162-163

www.pel.com.pk
08000-33-PEL (735)

Change your life
Kolson

SLANTY

The Only
Superbrands
Awarded
Snack of Pakistan

Rs. 5/-
Rs. 10/-
Shield ®

پنیس... دا اورگنیکلاک

ارک کاسکے دوسروں کے بینیر آہونے

تو تشرش میارکی تو صفائی کمی

RANGE OF TOOTHBRUSH
DuPont Filaments * German Technology * Foodgrade Plastic

Brands of the year Award 2008